
Alpha Trader (Prop-C demo edition)

Products and services
[For prop-C demo traders only]

1. Trading platform: Alpha Trader (prop-C demo edition) - for prop-С demo-members.
2. The Account type is determined by the payment made (see table “Account types”).
3. Buying power is predetermined by the Account type (see table “Account types”).
4. Target realized P&L for 3 months or less: is predetermined by the Account type (see table “Account
types”). The realized P&L with 10% of the most profitable days and 10% of the most negative days
deducted must be more than 50% of Target realized P&L.
5. The Account Manager should execute predetermined by the account type minimum (see table
“Account types”) amount of trades per month. All trades must be executed using the strategy the
Account Manager provided to the representatives of the Company before the start.
6. Overnight - allowed. Pre/post-market - allowed.
7. Maximum acceptable trailing risk is predetermined by the account type (see table “Account
types”). The amount of initial Performance Bond is equal to maximum acceptable trailing risk. The
amount of Performance Bond when the Agreement can be terminated is counted by taking away the
maximum acceptable trailing risk from the high of the balance. The high of the balance is calculated
by adding realized P/L at the end of every day to the Performance Bond.
8. Maximum volume in all open positions is predetermined by the account type (see table “Account
types”).
9. Maximum daily risk (Soft Stop Level) is predetermined by the account type (see table “Account
types”). If floating P&L hits or exceeds the maximum daily risk, the Account Manager should close
all positions in 2 minutes. In other cases, the Agreement can be terminated.
10. Maximum weekly risk (Soft Stop Level) is predetermined by the account type (see table “Account
types”). If floating P&L hits or exceeds the maximum weekly risk, the Account Manager should close
all positions in 2 minutes. In other cases, the Agreement can be terminated.
11. In all questionable matters, all trades executed in the minute of halt activated would be considered
executed by MOO price after the halt.
12. In all other questionable matters, all executed buy trades would be considered executed by ask
price in the second of execution. In all questionable matters, all executed sell/short trades would be
considered executed by bid price in the second of execution.
13. All positive/negative results derived from software or Internet crashes would be accounted for in
the total balance. In cases when floating P&L hits or exceeds the maximum daily or weekly risk, and
trades are not closed in 2 minutes, the Agreement can be terminated.
14. After the Account Manager achieves the target realized P/L, the Company checks the results
within 5 days. If no violations are identified, the Account Manager will get a real prop-C account. The
real prop-C account is created after 5-day verification but no later than on the 1 calendar day of the
next month.
Trading on the real prop-С account is governed by SCHEDULE A and SCHEDULE B.
15. Demo-commission:

$0.66 per 100 shares
16. The Agreement is for a period of 30 days from the moment of 1 trade executed on a provided
account.
17. Monthly payment — is predetermined by the account type (see table “Account types”).
18. The Agreement is automatically extended in case of a payment made.
19. The Agreement can be extended for not more than two months.
20. The account manager confirms that upon the successful completion of the prop trading challenge,
they will follow the trading strategy used during the challenge on the real prop-С account. The change



or adaptation of the strategy must be agreed with one of the mentors of the prop.

Account types

BP available/
account type

$50К $150К $300К

Target realized
P&L

$500 $1500 $3000

Maximum volume
in all open
positions (shares)

400 1000 1200

Maximum daily
risk

$50 $150 $300

Maximum weekly
risk

$200 $600 $1200

Maximum
acceptable trailing
risk, Performance
Bond

$500 $1500 $3000

Minimum amount
of trades per
month

30 40 50

Overnight,
pre-market,
post-market

available available available

Payout 50% 60% 60%

Monthly payment $50 $150 $300

I acknowledge that the Company relies on the statements written here. I have carefully read all the
statements above. I acknowledge and agree with everything written above.



SCHEDULE A - Alpha Trader/RT (prop edition)

Products and services
[For prop traders only]

1. Trading platform: Alpha Trader or RT - for prop-С members.
2. Account type is predetermined by the payment made.
3. Buying power is predetermined by the Account type (see table “Account types”).
4. Payout is predetermined by the account type (see table “Account types”).
5. Pre/post-market - allowed.
6. Overnight - prohibited in automatic mode. If you want to open overnight, you should send a request to
help@fondexx.com with an indication of the trade direction, ticker and volume. If the request was not sent, the
risk-manager has the right to close the position. After the accident the Agreement can be terminated.
7. Commission for using ECN, SEC, FINRA commission and other types of commissions can be included in
the standard fee, optionally
8. The cost of the trading platform is $35 per calendar month.
9. Fees for, terminal, locates, debiting for account maintenance, and other services provided are charged for
each calendar month, regardless of the connection date.
10. The Agreement can be restricted when the amount of Performance Bond is lower than the X-level.
The X-level is equal to (calculated by summing) initial Performance Bond + Historical Profit -Maximum
acceptable trailing risk - Historical Payout.
Maximum acceptable trailing risk is predetermined by the account type (see table “Account types”).
The Historical Profit is calculated by summing the realized "Profit/Loss" sums at the end of every day the
Account Manager controlled the account.
The Historical Payout is calculated by adding the sum of the payout paid to the Account Manager and the
sum of the payout received by the Company.
11. Initial Performance Bond is equal to the maximum acceptable trailing risk.
12. Maximum volume in all open positions is predetermined by the account type (see table “Account types”).
13. Maximum daily risk (Soft Stop Level): is predetermined by the account type (see table “Account types”).
If floating P&L hits or exceeds the maximum daily risk, the Account Manager should close all positions in 2
minutes. In other cases, the Agreement can be terminated.
14. Minimum account balance for intraday trading is counted by summing total trading platform fees, quotes
fees, maximum daily risk, and the X-level.
15. Maximum weekly risk (Soft Stop Level): is predetermined by the account type (see table “Account
types”). If floating P&L hits or exceeds the maximum weekly risk, the Account Manager should close all
positions in 2 minutes. In other cases, the Agreement can be terminated.
16. All positive/negative results derived from software or Internet crashes would be accounted in the total
balance. In cases when floating P&L hits or exceeds the maximum daily or weekly risk, and trades are not
closed in 2 minutes, the Agreement can be terminated.
17. The Account Manager has to collect and maintain statistics using the methodology predetermined by the
Company. The methodology is described in the email sent to the Account Manager by the representative of the
Company.
18. Additional conditions:

a) The conditions must necessarily be revised based on the results of the first three months.
b) In case of using RT trading platform: if the Account Manager makes more than 50 000 shares of

traded volume per month, the software fee for RT will be suspended for this month.
c) Payout payments are distributed at the end of each calendar month. Payout is paid only from the

profit of the Account Manager.
d) Risk engine is working on the Autoclose model. Autoclose works only during intraday sessions.

19. Commission:



$0.66 per 100 shares of traded volume. ECN/SEC fees included. Otherwise:
$0.42 per 100 shares of traded volume + ECN/SEC fees.
HTB fees are charged separately by FNDX TRADING SCHOOL OÜ support.

Account types

BP available/ account
type

$50К $150К $300К

Maximum volume in all
open positions (shares)

400 1000 1200

Maximum daily risk $50 $150 $300

Maximum weekly risk $200 $600 $1200

Maximum acceptable
trailing risk,
Performance Bond

$500 $1500 $3000

Overnight, pre-market,
post-market *

available available available

Payout** 50% 60% 60% and more

* - Prior approval from the Risk Manager is required for all overnight positions.
** - Payout for prop traders who passed the contest is 50% for any account type.
Payout for prop traders who passed the prop trading challenge is indicated in the table above.



SCHEDULE B - Risks
[For prop traders only]

I agree that I will be responsible for daily check of my Managed Account and notifying the risk
manager serving my Managed Account of all possible errors.

I recognize that the purpose of me entering this Agreement is speculative in nature and my goal is to
gain short-term gain. I understand that this activity can lead to the loss of more than 100% of my
investments, and that I bear full responsibility for any such loss. I also understand that this type of
trading strategy involves special risks.

I understand the features of working with a margin account under different market conditions. I
reviewed my investment goals, financial resources, and risk tolerance to determine if margin trading
(securities trading through a loan from the Company) is right for me. I understand that margin trading
allows an increase in my credit with additional collateral. I understand that an increase in leverage in
margin trading can significantly increase my risks, including the risk of losing more than 100% of my
investments. I understand that if I cannot pay the margin requirement, the Company may, without
prior notice and without additional margin requirements, liquidate the positions of securities and other
property on my Managed Account in order to ensure the minimum amount on the deposit account.

I declare that I conducted all the research and received the advice of all the professionals I considered
necessary to fully understand the risks involved in trading during the day trading session. I also
declare that I comply with this activity financially.

Also, I understand that the Company can freeze the credit balance on any of my Managed Accounts,
or on any deposit account, which I provided as an additional guarantee in order to satisfy the margin
requirement and / or compensate for the lack of funds on any of these accounts, or if I decide to close
any of these accounts.
I agree that the Company, its employees and agents do not bear any responsibility for any losses on
my Managed Account and deposit account if they are the result of a failure in trade due to equipment
malfunctions, system failure, unfavorable market conditions, interference by regulatory authorities , or
any other similar unforeseen events.

I understand that the Company does not give me any advice on the tax consequences of my trading
activities. I also understand and acknowledge that I alone am responsible for obtaining such advice
from my own investment, tax and legal advisors.

I understand and agree that the risk manager is overwatching my account, but is not obliged or
responsible for any loss of the account I manage. I agree that the risk manager is not obliged to cover
(close) my open positions.

I agree that I will be responsible for any loss that exceeded my performance bond. I agree that if the
performance bond on my account will be less than the minimum balance for this type of account the
positions can be closed or covered by the risk manager without notice. In this case, I will be
responsible for any loss that exceeded my performance bond, and I will be obliged to compensate the
amount of the exceeded loss due to the Agreement during 30 days.

I understand and agree that the Agreement and its other Schedules can contain more risk parameters
and rules. I confirm that I have studied the Agreement and its Schedules carefully and I agree with all
of the points.



I acknowledge that the Company relies on the statements written here. I have carefully read all the
statements above. I acknowledge and agree with everything written above. These warranty
obligations of the Account Manager are an integral part of this Agreement.


